Abstract

In this paper we will do the analysis of the gate engineering impact on tri state inverter performance for the application on SOC that is system on chip with the help of different high dielectric material. The high dielectric materials used in electronic circuits for preventing tunnelling effect which will increase the thermally generated current. In order to reduce the Thermally generated current occurs in electronic circuit we can replace the sio2 with different materials having high dielectric constant. Tri State Inverter is designed by the use of microwind tool or simulator. The performance of Device is analyse for various parameter. It is measured that by the use of high dielectric constant material in Tri State Inverter the thermally generated current and dissipation of power minimised and also the performance of the circuit gets high. Among various high dielectric constant material, Lanthanum oxide La2o3 gained focus due to its property such as High Energy Band Gap, High Dielectric Constant, and can resist up to high Temperature.
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An Approach to Increase the Effectiveness of Electronic Devices by Reducing Thermal Generation of Current